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Introduction
Bioelectrochemistry is the merging field between microbiology and electrochemistry,
which includes the research interests of environmental engineering,
electrochemistry, biochemistry and physics. Systems derived from this field are
denominated bioelectrochemical systems (BES), and incorporate the study and
knowledge applications of different subfields, such as microbial, enzyme, protein,
DNA and neuro-electrochemistry. BES has been designed to provide different
products, such as electricity generation, synthesis of sub-products, and
environmental services including soil bioremediation, desalination and wastewater
treatment.
Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) are unique systems capable of converting the
chemical energy of organic waste including low-strength wastewaters and
lignocellulosic biomass into electricity or
hydrogen/chemical products in microbial fuel cells (MFCs) or microbial electrolysis
cells (MECs)
respectively. The recently discovered use of BES for product synthesis via microbial
electrosynthesis have greatly expanded the horizon for these systems.
KISR as a pioneer institution and leader in promoting the growth of science and
technology in Kuwait and the Gulf region, Water Research Center, specifically,
Wastewater Treatment & Reclamation Technologies Program (WTRT) have recently
launched a project, which will be using the bioelectrochemical system in Wastewater
Treatment. This bibliography highlights some of the latest research studies
conducted on the applications and uses of bioelectrochemical system in wastewater
treatment for the last three years 2016-2018 using NSTIC source: Scopus. In
addition, it includes patents done on this technology using NSTIC source: Web of
Science.

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/10/9/1128/pdf,
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlepdf/2012/ra/c1ra00839k
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Title:
Authors:
Source:

Energy production from waste: Evaluation of anaerobic digestion and
bioelectrochemical systems based on energy efficiency and economic factors.
Beegle, J.R.a,c,e, Borole, A.P.a,b,d
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Volume 96, November 2018,
Pages 343-351

Abstract:
Anaerobic digesters (AD) and bioelectrochemical systems (BES) are becoming increasingly
popular technologies for the generation of renewable energy from wastes. Synergies between
these technologies exist, however, configurations to couple them have been insufficiently
investigated. This study compares the theoretical energy efficiencies of converting waste
directly into electricity, using AD and BES alone and in various combinations. This study
reviews the experimentally demonstrated energy efficiencies reported in the literature with
comparisons to the maximum theoretical efficiencies, considering thermodynamic limits.
Acetate is used as an ideal substrate for theoretical calculations, whereas complex wastes are
used for extended analyses of practical efficiencies. In addition, to evaluate the economic
potential of this technology, a brief case study was conducted using the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) water resource recovery facility (WRRF). Sensitivity analysis was
performed on several parameters in the economic model. The results of this study indicate the
combined Anaerobic Digester/Microbial Electrolysis Cell (ADMEC) process may be the best
path forward due to the high energy efficiency, combined with potential economic benefits,
but is not at commercial readiness. We estimate energy efficiencies of 52.9% and 45.6% for
the ADMEC process, using current state-of-the-technology, for converting food waste and
sewage sludge to a CH4/H2 mix, respectively. This study concludes with a discussion of new
strategies to improve the energy efficiency of AD and BES processes. Significance: The
analysis performed in this study supports the implementation of anaerobic digestion with
bioelectrochemical systems for the production of energy from complex wastes. The energy
efficiency analysis alludes to research areas that should be pursued to maximize the
performance of these technologies in large-scale installation, based on the performance gaps
between theoretical and practical energy efficiencies determined in previous studies.

Title:

Toward an energy efficient wastewater treatment: Combining a microbial fuel
cell/electrolysis cell anode with an anaerobic membrane bioreactor

Authors:

Kocatürk-Schumacher, N.P.a,b, Madjarov, J.b, Viwatthanasittiphong, P.a,
Kerzenmacher, S.a,bEmail Author
Frontiers in Energy Research,Volume 6, Issue SEP, 19 September 2018,
Article number 95

Source:

Abstract:
Recently, it has been shown that combining a bioelectrochemical system (BES) with an
anaerobic membrane bioreactor (AnMBR) to produce electricity can reduce the overall
energy consumption of wastewater treatment. In this study, we tested the recently proposed
concept that integrates a microbial anode into an AnMBR, under application relevant
conditions, for the treatment of synthetic brewery wastewater. We developed two system
configurations: a filtering anode with stainless steel filter plate; and a hybrid anode, in which
a polymeric membrane is combined with stainless steel mesh. As fouling is problematic in
AnMBRs, we investigated the effect of two fouling mitigation methods, namely
electrochemical cleaning and application of a turbulence promotor, on the permeate fluxes
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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and current densities. We also investigated the effect of cathode (counter electrode) position
on the permeate fluxes and current densities in filtering and hybrid anode. Our results
revealed that permeate fluxes were influenced by the membrane pore size; and dropped
below 5 L m-2 hr-1 on day 3 with filter grade 0.5 μm; whereas similar values of permeate
flux were observed after 5 days of operation with the membrane with filter grade 0.1 μm.
COD removal across the membrane reached up to 644 mg L-1 indicating improvement in
energy efficiency and effluent quality of the AnMBR. The location of cathode did not
influence permeate fluxes and current densities, but permeate pH was largely affected.
Electrochemical cleaning improved permeate fluxes more than 2-fold (18.9 L m-2 hr-1 after 7
days of operation) compared to the operation of the 0.1 μm membrane without a cleaning
procedure. Application of a turbulence promotor increased permeate fluxes and current
densities in filtering anode. The hybrid anode resulted in similar current densities, but higher
permeate fluxes as compared to the filtering anode, which dropped below 20 L m-2 hr-1 only
after 8 days of operation. The hybrid anode configuration is an attractive option that
combines high permeate fluxes on conventional non-conductive filters with current
generation on an inexpensive conductive material. In summary, our results demonstrate that
combining BES with AnMBR is a promising approach toward an energy efficient wastewater
treatment.

Experimental setup for the microbial anode integrated into an anaerobic membrane bioreactor.

Title:

Identifying optimized conditions for concurrent electricity production and
phosphorus recovery in a mediator-less dual chamber microbial fuel cell.
A. Almatouqa,⁎ , A.O. Babatundeb
Applied Energy 230, (2018), 122-134

Authors:
Source:
Abstract:
Understanding the impact of key operational variables on concurrent electricity production
and phosphorus recovery in a microbial fuel cell is required to improve the process and to
reduce the operational costs. In this study, a novel mathematical modelling approach,
including full factorial design and central composite designs, was employed in a dualchamber microbial fuel cell to: identify the effect of influent chemical oxygen demand
concentration and cathode aeration flow rate on electricity production and phosphorus
recovery and optimise microbial fuel cell power density and phosphorus recovery.
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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Phosphorus was precipitated at the cathode chamber, and the precipitated crystals were
verified as struvite using X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy analysis.
Response surface methodology showed that influent chemical oxygen demand concentration
and cathode aeration flow rate had a joint significant effect on power density, coulombic
efficiency, phosphorus precipitation efficiency and phosphorus precipitation rate at the
cathode. The effect of varying cathode aeration flow rates on power density and phosphorus
recovery was dependent on chemical oxygen demand concentration. Phosphorus precipitation
on the cathode electrode was negatively affected by the generated current during batch
duration. The response surface mathematical model showed that concurrent high electricity
production and high phosphorus recovery cannot be achieved under the same operating
conditions; however, operating the microbial fuel cell at high chemical oxygen demand and
high cathode aeration flow rate enhanced electricity production and phosphorus recovery.
This was confirmed by the experimental results. These findings highlight the importance of
operational conditions, such as influent chemical oxygen demand concentration and cathode
aeration flow rate, on electricity production and phosphorus recovery.

Experimental set-up of the dual-chamber MFC

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Bioelectrochemically assisted anaerobic digestion system for biogas upgrading
and enhanced methane production
Dou, Z., Dykstra, C.M., Pavlostathis, S.G.
Science of the Total Environment, Volume 633, 15 August 2018, Pages 10121021

Abstract:
The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of biofilm and external voltage on the
performance and microbial community composition of batch-fed, combined anaerobic
digestion-bioelectrochemical cell (AD-BEC) systems under different operational conditions.
A dextrin/peptone mixture was fed at a range of organic loading rates (0.34 to 1.37 g COD/Ld). The hybrid system with both suspended biomass and biofilm without any external
potential application achieved a substantially higher initial soluble COD consumption (53.7 ±
2.3% vs. 39.7 ± 3.7) and methane (CH4) production (331 vs. 225 mL) within one day of
feeding than the conventional AD system (suspended biomass only). Compared to the
conventional AD system, the hybrid systems had higher resilience to shock organic loadings.
A range of external potential (0.5 to 2.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl) was applied to AD-BEC reactors,
developed with two different start-up procedures. A potential of 2.0 V resulted in water
electrolysis leading to a higher CH4 production rate (105 vs. 84 mL/L-d) and biogas CH4
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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content (88.5 ± 1.4 vs. 64.5 ± 1.9%) in the AD-BEC reactor (closed vs. open circuit
condition, respectively). Application of external potential enriched putative exoelectrogens at
the anode biofilm and hydrogenotrophic methanogens at the cathode biofilm, which may
have contributed to the observed enhanced CH4 production in the AD-BEC system. A
phylotype related to Methanobacterium formicicum, a hydrogenotrophic methanogen,
dominated the archaeal community in the AD-BEC cathode biofilm.

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Low voltage water electrolysis: Decoupling hydrogen production using
bioelectrochemical system
Belleville, P.a,b, Guillet, F.a,c, Pons, A.c, Deseure, J.aEmail Author,
Merlin, G.a,b, Druart, F.a, Ramousse, J.b, Grindler, E.c
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, Volume 43, Issue 32, 9 August
2018, Pages 14867-14875

Abstract:
Decoupling water electrolysis using mediator is an interesting way to produce pure hydrogen.
The present work validates the proof of concept of decoupled electrolyser associated with a
bioelectrochemical system (MFC-DES) through a redox flow mediator (potassium
hexacyanoferrate (KHCF)). Low voltage (1 V) hydrogen production was achieved with a
current density up to 25 mA cm−2. Regeneration of the mediator was performed by glucose
fed microbial fuel cells. The oxidation rate of KHCF in the electrolyser is, at least, an order of
magnitude higher than the reduction rate in MFC cascade fed system. MFC-DES is thus a
promising set up as it desynchronizes limited microbial rate and hydrogen production,
generate value from wastewater and reduce energetic cost of water electrolysis.

Title:

Authors:

Deposition and separation of W and Mo from aqueous solutions with
simultaneous hydrogen production in stacked bioelectrochemical systems
(BESs): Impact of heavy metals W(VI)/Mo(VI) molar ratio, initial pH and
electrode material
Huang, L.aEmail Author, Li, M.a, Pan, Y.b, Quan, X.a, Yang, J.b, Puma,
G.L.c
Journal of Hazardous Materials, Volume 353, 5 July 2018, Pages 348-359

Source:
Abstract:
The deposition and separation of W and Mo from aqueous solutions with simultaneous
hydrogen production was investigated in stacked bioelectrochemical systems (BESs)
composed of microbial electrolysis cell (1#) serially connected with parallel connected
microbial fuel cell (2#). The impact of W/Mo molar ratio (in the range 0.01 mM: 1 mM and
vice-versa), initial pH (1.5 to 4.0) and cathode material (stainless steel mesh (SSM), carbon
rod (CR) and titanium sheet (TS)) on the BES performance was systematically investigated.
The concentration of Mo(VI) was more influential than W(VI) in determining the rate of
deposition of both metals and the rate of hydrogen production. Complete metal recovery was
achieved at equimolar W/Mo ratio of 0.05 mM: 0.05 mM. The rates of metal deposition and
hydrogen production increased at acidic pH, with the fastest rates at pH 1.5. The morphology
of the metal deposits and the valence of the Mo were correlated with W/Mo ratio and pH. CR
cathodes (2#) coupled with SSM cathodes (1#) achieved a significant rate of hydrogen
production (0.82 ± 0.04 m3/m3/d) with W and Mo deposition (0.049 ± 0.003 mmol/L/h and
0.140 ± 0.004 mmol/L/h (1#); 0.025 ± 0.001 mmol/L/h and 0.090 ± 0.006 mmol/L/h (2#)).
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Title:

Towards automated design of bioelectrochemical systems: A comprehensive
review of mathematical models
Gadkari, S.a,bEmail Author, Gu, S.a, Sadhukhan, J.b
Chemical Engineering Journal, Volume 343, 1 July 2018, Pages 303-316

Authors:
Source:
Abstract:
This review presents the developments in the mathematical models for various
bioelectrochemical systems. A number of modeling approaches starting with the simple
description of biological and electrochemical processes in terms of ordinary differential
equations to very detailed 2D and 3D models that study the spatial distribution of substrates
and biomass, have been developed to study BES performance. Additionally, mathematical
models focused on studying a particular process such as ion diffusion through membrane and
new modeling approaches such as artificial intelligence methods, cellular network models,
etc., have also been described. While most mathematical models are still focused on
performance studies and optimization of microbial fuel cells, new models to study other
BESs such as microbial electrolysis cell, microbial electrosynthesis and microbial
desalination cell have also been reported and discussed in this review.

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Specific enrichment of hyperthermophilic electroactive Archaea from deepsea hydrothermal vent on electrically conductive support
Pillot, G.a, Frouin, E.a, Pasero, E.a, Godfroy, A.b, Combet-Blanc, Y.a,
Davidson, S.a, Liebgott, P.
Bioresource Technology, Volume 259, July 2018, Pages 304-311

Abstract:
While more and more investigations are done to study hyperthermophilic exoelectrogenic
communities from environments, none have been performed yet on deep-sea hydrothermal
vent. Samples of black smoker chimney from Rainbow site on the Atlantic mid-oceanic ridge
have been harvested for enriching exoelectrogens in microbial electrolysis cells under
hyperthermophilic (80 °C) condition. Two enrichments were performed in a
BioElectrochemical System specially designed: one from direct inoculation of crushed
chimney and the other one from inoculation of a pre-cultivation on iron (III) oxide. In both
experiments, a current production was observed from 2.4 A/m2 to 5.8 A/m2 with a set anode
potential of −0.110 V vs Ag/AgCl. Taxonomic affiliation of the exoelectrogen communities
obtained on the electrode exhibited a specific enrichment of Archaea belonging to
Thermococcales and Archeoglobales orders, even when both inocula were dominated by
Bacteria.

Title:

Scalable multi-electrode microbial electrolysis cells for high electric current
and rapid organic removal
Guo, H., Kim, Y.
Journal of Power Sources, Volume 391, 1 July 2018, Pages 67-72

Authors:
Source:
Abstract:
Microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) can be used to produce hydrogen gas from wastewater. A
novel multi-electrode stack design was proposed and examined under various operating
conditions to maximize electric current in MECs without precious metal catalysts. For the
cathode in the electrode stack, stainless steel mesh generated higher electric current than
activated carbon cloth. The electric current density increased in proportion to the number of
electrode pairs as the maximum current density was 520 A m−3 in MEC-10 (10 electrode
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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pairs), 270 A m−3 in MEC-5 (5 electrode pairs), and 45 A m−3 with a single electrode pair.
The stacked MEC was not ideal for fed-batch operation due to the short inter-electrode
distance (∼2 mm); consequently, continuous-recycle and -flow operation resulted in the high
electric current generation. During continuous-flow operation, individual electrodes in MEC10 and MEC-5 showed a variation in electric current capacity (0.9-2.7 mA for 0.6 mL
min−1). The COD (chemical oxygen demand) removal rate increased from 45.7 to 128.8 mgCOD L−1 h−1 with increasing flow rate from 0.1 to 0.6 mL min−1. These findings indicate
that the stacked multi-electrode design can magnify the current generation and COD removal
rate in MECs.

Title:

Efficiently “pumping out” value-added resources from wastewater by
bioelectrochemical systems: A review from energy perspectives
Zou, S., He, Z.
Water Research, Volume 131, 15 March 2018, Pages 62-73

Authors:
Source:
Abstract:
Bioelectrochemical systems (BES) can accomplish simultaneous wastewater treatment and
resource recovery via interactions between microbes and electrodes. Often deemed as
“energy efficient” technologies, BES have not been well evaluated for their energy
performance, such as energy production and consumption. In this work, we have conducted a
review and analysis of energy balance in BES with parameters like normalized energy
recovery, specific energy consumption, and net energy production. Several BES
representatives based on their functions were selected for analysis, including direct electricity
generation in microbial fuel cells, hydrogen production in microbial electrolysis cells,
nitrogen recovery in BES, chemical production in microbial electrosynthesis cells, and
desalination in microbial desalination cells. Energy performance was normalized to water
volume (kWh m−3), organic removal (kWh kg COD−1), nitrogen recovery (kWh kg N−1),
chemical production (kWh kg−1), or removed salt during desalination (kWh kg−1). The key
operating factors such as pumping system (recirculation/feeding pumps) and external power
supply were discussed for their effects on energy performance. This is an in-depth analysis of
energy performance of various BES and expected to encourage more thinking, analysis, and
presentation of energy data towards appropriate research and development of BES
technology for resource recovery from wastewater.

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Effects of process operating conditions on the autotrophic denitrification of
nitrate-contaminated groundwater using bioelectrochemical systems
Cecconet, D.a, Devecseri, M.b, Callegari, A.a, Capodaglio, A.G.a
Science of the Total Environment, Volume 613-614, 1 February 2018, Pages
663-671

Abstract:
Nitrates have been detected in groundwater worldwide, and their presence can lead to serious
groundwater use limitations, especially because of potential health problems. Amongst
different options for their removal, bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) have achieved
promising results; in particular, attention has raised on BES-driven autotrophic denitrification
processes. In this work, the performance of a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) for
groundwater autotrophic denitrification, is assessed in different conditions of nitrate load,
hydraulic retention time (HRT) and process configuration. The system obtained almost
complete nitrate removal under all conditions, while nitrite accumulation was recorded at
nitrate loads higher than 100 mgNO3− L− 1. The MEC system achieved, in different tests, a
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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maximum nitrate removal rate of 62.15 ± 3.04 gNO3−-N m− 3d− 1, while the highest TN
removal rate observed was 35.37 ± 1.18 gTN m− 3d− 1. Characteristic of this process is a
particularly low (in comparison with other reported works) energy consumption: 3.17·10− 3
± 2.26·10− 3 kWh/gNO3—N removed and 7.52·10− 2 ± 3.58·10− 2 kWh m− 3 treated. The
anolyte configuration in closed loop allowed the process to use less clean water, while
guaranteeing identical performances as in other conventional configurations.

Title:
Biofuel production from bioelectrochemical systems
Authors:
Li, Z.a,b, Fu, Q.a,bEmail Author, Kobayashi, H.c, Xiao, S.a,b
Source:
Green Energy and Technology, Issue 9789811076763, 2018, Pages 435-461
Abstract:
Bioelectrochemical systems, including microbial fuel cells (MFCs), microbial electrolysis
cells (MECs), and microbial electrosynthesis cells, are promising technologies for dealing
with water pollution and the energy crisis. In these systems, electrochemically active bacteria
attached on electrodes can degrade organic matter in wastewater while producing electricity,
gas fuels, and other value-added chemicals. In this chapter, we review the current progress of
MECs and microbial electrosynthesis cells, which are used to produce hydrogen and valueadded chemicals (such as acetate, hydrogen peroxide, ethanol, and formic acid). However,
the production of liquid value-added chemicals is still in its infancy, and there are many
challenges to its application, such as low production rates, high internal resistance, and
expensive electrode materials. Compared with liquid fuels, gaseous biofuels (e.g., hydrogen
and methane) are much easier to separate and need less energy for further purification.
Therefore, we mainly focus on H2 production from MECs and methane production from
microbial electrosynthesis cells. This chapter reviews recent development of new electrode
materials, configurations, electron transfer manners, microbial ecosystems, and applications
for the two devices to promote a general understanding and identify future research directions
for bioelectrochemical systems.

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Recent advances in three typical configurations and applications of
bioelectrochemical systems
Hua, T.a, Li, S.a, Zhou, Q.a, Li, F.aEmail Author, Li, Y.b
Chinese Journal of Applied and Environmental Biology, Volume 24, Issue 3,
2018, Pages 663-670

Abstract:
As the world's freshwater resources and available energy are alarmingly decreasing, the
bioelectrochemical system (BES) is a cutting-edge technology for the resolution of the
resource and energy issue. Researchers have paid much attention to t he application of t he
BES configuration. Based on t he brief i ntroduction of m icrobial f uel cell a nd m icrobial
electrolytic cell structure, principles, and domestic and foreign research, the BES and its
influencing factors are introduced, specifically including: microbial activity, electrode
materials, and configuration. Three important aspects (i.e., the electrode chamber, the
reaction chamber, and micro-sensor) are summarized, and the advantages and disadvantages
of single-electrode and multi-electrode chambers are compared, based on the microbial
desalination cell. Microbial electrolysis desalination cell: Microbial electrolysis desalination
and chemical-production cell have been discussed to introduce increasing reaction chamber
configuration; this review focuses on the research of BES monitoring with regards to
biochemical oxygen demand. The potential applications of the research progress are
explored. The results show that the configuration of multi-chamber microbial fuel cell is
complex and its efficiency is low, while the single chamber configuration is advantageous.
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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The reaction chamber added is mainly aimed at desalination, and the study of the desalination
pool still needs to be focused on optimizing the cation exchange membrane to maintain the
anode pH balance and reduce the air cathode dissolved oxygen. Microbial electrode sensor
can be applied in more areas, and its sensitivity and long-term stability need to be further
improved. However, there is relatively less research on the abundance and activity of
electricigen communities; the configurations and scopes of application of BES are still the
research priority.
Title:
Authors:

Pilot-scale bioelectrochemical system for simultaneous nitrogen and carbon
removal in urban wastewater treatment plants
Isabel San-Martín, M.a, Mateos, R.a, Carracedo, B.a, Escapa, A.a,b,
Morán, A.a
Journal of Bioscience and Bioengineering, 2018

Source:
Abstract:
This study aims to characterize the performance of a 150 L bioelectrochemical system-based
plant, during the simultaneous carbon and nitrogen removal from several waste streams of
wastewater treatment plants. The bioelectrochemical system (BES) contained five electrode
pairs (operated hydraulically and electrically in parallel) and was fed with either wastewater,
centrate (nutrient-rich liquid stream produced during the dewatering of digested biomass), or
a mixture of both over 63 days, with a hydraulic retention time of one day. Total organic
carbon and total nitrogen removal rates averaged 80% and 70%, respectively, with a specific
energy consumption of 0.18 kWh·m−3 (BES + ancillary equipment). This work also
underlines the challenges of using BES for nitrogen removal, highlighting the limitations of
the current design, and suggesting some strategies for improvement.
Title:

Improved hydrogen recovery in microbial electrolysis cells using intermittent
energy input
Cho, S.-K.a, Lee, M.-E.b, Lee, W.c, Ahn, Y.b
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, 2018

Authors:
Source:
Abstract:
Microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) is a bioelectrochemical technology that can produce
hydrogen gas from various organic waste/wastewater. Extra voltage supply (>0.2 V) is
required to overcome cathode overpotential for hydrogen evolution. In order to make MEC
system more sustainable and practicable, it is necessary to minimize the external energy input
or to develop other alternative energy sources. In this study, we aimed to improve the energy
efficiency by intermittent energy supply to MECs (setting anode potential = −0.2 V). The
overall gas production was increased up to ∼40% with intermittent energy input (on/off =
60/15sec) compared to control reactor. Cathodic hydrogen recovery was also increased from
62% for control MEC to 69–80% for intermittent voltage application. Energy efficiency was
increased by 14–20% with intermittent energy input. These results show that intermittent
voltage application is very effective not only for energy efficiency/recovery but also for
hydrogen production as compared with continuous voltage application.

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Framework of Cytochrome/Vitamin B2 Linker/Graphene for Robust
Microbial Electricity Generation
Yu, S.-S.a, Cheng, L.a, Chen, J.-J.a, Li, W.-W.a, Zhao, F.b, Wang, W.-L.a,
Li, D.-B.a, Zhang, F.a, Yu, H.-Q.a
ACS Applied Materials and Interfaces, 2018
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Abstract:
A bioelectrochemical system (BES) allows direct electricity production from wastes, but its
low-power density, which is mainly associated with its poor anodic performance, limits its
practical applications. Here, the anodic performance of a BES can be significantly improved
by electrodepositing vitamin B2 (VB2) onto a graphene [reduced graphene oxide (rGO)]modified glassy carbon electrode (VB2/rGO/GC) with Geobacter sulfurreducens as the model
microorganisms. The VB2/rGO/GC electrode results in 200% higher electrochemical activity
than a bare GC anode. Additionally, in microbial electrolysis cells, the current density of this
composite electrode peaks at ∼210 μA cm-2 after 118 h and is maintained for 113 h. An
electrochemical analysis coupled with molecular simulations reveals that using VB2 as a
linker between the electrochemically active protein of this model strain and the rGO surface
accelerates the electron transfer, which further improves the bioelectricity generation and
favors the long-term stability of the BES. The VB2 bound with a flexible ribityl group as the
organic molecular bridge efficiently mediates energy conversion in microbial metabolism and
artificial electronics. This work provides a straightforward and effective route to significantly
enhance the bioenergy generation in a BES.

Title:

From Methanol to Electricity and Hydrogen Through Bioelectrochemical
Systems
Montpart, N.a,b, Baeza, J.A.b, Guisasola, A.b
Methanol: Science and Engineering, 31 October 2017, Pages 339-359

Authors:
Source:
Abstract:
Bioelectrochemical systems allow the production of electricity or other products of interest,
such as hydrogen, by using the electrons from the biological degradation of an organic
substrate. Bioelectrochemical systems are an emerging technology in the field of wastewater
valorization. The opportunities for methanol as a carbon source in these systems are
discussed in this chapter. Electricity production from methanol in microbial fuel cells
requires the presence of a syntrophic biological consortium. Hydrogen production from
methanol is restrained in compact reactor designs (i.e., single chamber microbial electrolysis
cells) due to undesired biological interactions.

Title:
Authors:
Source:

Coupling dark fermentation with biochemical or bioelectrochemical systems
for enhanced bio-energy production: A review
Bundhoo, Z.M.A.
International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, Volume 42, Issue 43, 26 October
2017, Pages 26667-26686

Abstract:
Dark fermentation (DF) is one of the most commonly studied techniques for bio-hydrogen
production from biomass and waste materials. However, the relatively low H2 yield has
hampered its development on larger scale. As such, this study reviewed the potential of
coupling the DF process with other biochemical techniques such as anaerobic digestion (AD)
and photo fermentation (PF) or bioelectrochemical systems (BES) viz. microbial fuel cell
(MFC) and microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) for maximising bio-energy production from DF
effluent so as to enhance the potential of implementing the DF process on a larger scale. All
the different systems reviewed assisted in enhanced bio-energy production with AD
increasing the bio-energy recovery from 6.1% for single DF to 47.6% for coupled DF/AD
while the two-stage DF/PF process enhanced bio-hydrogen production by 274% as opposed
to single DF. Similarly, studies on integrating DF with MFC or MEC also resulted in
additional bio-electricity and bio-hydrogen production respectively. Despite the obvious
National Scientific and Technical Information Center
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advantages of integrating the DF process with AD, PF, MFC or MEC, there are still some
shortcomings as to the large-scale implementation of these coupled systems. These include
the requirement of two or more bioreactors which represents an additional investment cost to
the whole process. Other technical aspects include the use of pure H2-producing cultures or
pre-treated mixed cultures on large-scale and light requirement for PF systems that still
warranty further research. Notwithstanding the shortcomings, the coupling of the DF process
with at least the AD process seems the most potential two-stage system for enhanced bioenergy recovery on large scale.

Title:
Author:

Low Temperature Domestic Wastewater Treatment in a Microbial Electrolysis
Cell with 1 m2 Anodes: Towards System Scale-Up
Cotterill, S.E.aEmail Author, Dolfing, J.a, Jones, C.b, Curtis, T.P.a,
Heidrich, E.S.a
Fuel Cells, Volume 17, Issue 5, October 2017, Pages 584-592

Source:
Abstract:
The potential benefits of applying microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) technology to
wastewater treatment are clear and profound. Previous pilot studies have demonstrated a
‘proof of concept' with domestic waste at ambient temperatures, but have not yet treated
waste to required discharge standards, and have not reached energy neutrality. In addition,
these reactors have been many orders of magnitude smaller than would be needed for full
scale wastewater treatment plants. Scale-up affects many of the parameters that underpin
performance; understanding its impact will be vital to further progress. Modifying a
previously tested cassette-style design, we reduced the internal resistance, and increased the
module size by a factor of 16, constructing an MEC with six 1 m2 anodes. This created an
anodic surface area to volume ratio of 34 m2 m−3. The system was operated at a hydraulic
retention time of 5 hours on settled domestic wastewater for 217 days, producing more
current than a scaled-down reactor, which was run in parallel. The large MEC produced 0.8 L
of 93% pure H2 d−1 at ambient winter temperatures (11.4 ± 2.5 °C). Chemical oxygen
demand (COD) removal averaged 63.5% with an average effluent quality of 124.7 mgCOD
L−1, achieving the European Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive (1991) consent.
Title:

Three-chamber Bioelectrochemical System for Biogas Upgrading and Nutrient
Recovery
Zeppilli, M.Email Author, Mattia, A., Villano, M., Majone, M.
Fuel Cells, Volume 17, Issue 5, October 2017, Pages 593-600

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Here, an innovative three-chamber bioelectrochemical system configuration is proposed to
combine COD, CO2 and NH4 + removal into a single device. In the proposed process, while
COD oxidation and CO2 reduction occurred, respectively, in the anodic and cathodic
chamber, the consequent current generation promoted the migration of target ionic species
towards an intermediate accumulation chamber, across cation and anion exchange
membranes, respectively. Under this configuration, COD removal proceeded in the anode
chamber with an average removal rate of 841 mgCOD L−1 d−1 while the cathode was able to
remove 2.1 gCO2 L−1 d−1 and produce 60 meq L−1 d−1 of CH4. Around 90% of the
removed CO2 was contained in the concentrated spill (at around 20 g L−1 of bicarbonate),
which was recovered from the intermediate accumulation chamber and also contained the
removed nitrogen as ammonium ion (around 32% removal and around 4-fold concentration
with respect to the anode influent). Methane generation allowed a partial recovery of energy
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of overall energy consumption costs of both COD and CO2 removal. This study confirms the
possibility to combine three processes into a single bioelectrochemical device.

Title:
Author:
Source:

Biological combination processes for efficient removal of pharmaceutically
active compounds from wastewater: A review and future perspectives
Cecconet, D., Molognoni, D., Callegari, A., Capodaglio, A.G.
Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering, Volume 5, Issue 4, August
2017, Pages 3590-3603

Abstract:
Pharmaceutically active compounds are widely diffused in surface and ground water, entering
the environment mainly through treated wastewater discharges, aside from specific sources
such as pharmaceutical industry discharges, and threatening safety and use of water
resources. Among various technologies that have been developed and applied to remove
these compounds prior to discharge, membrane biological reactors (MBRs) and
bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) have both shown encouraging results. MBRs have shown
good removal efficiencies on a wide range of different compounds, both at the laboratory and
full scales. In order to achieve the desired removal performances, the technology can be
improved with additional features, such as activated carbon adsorption, carrier media for
enhanced biofilm growth, and others. BESs, on the other hand, have shown that it is possible
to produce energy while treating wastewater. This paper reviews and discusses current stateof-the-art technologies for pharmaceutically active compounds removal using MBRs and
BESs, with a particular focus on innovative configurations; the future use of MBR-BES
systems is also discussed.

Title:
Author:
Source:

Microbial electrochemical systems for sustainable biohydrogen production:
Surveying the experiences from a start-up viewpoint
Kumar, G.a, Bakonyi, P.b, Zhen, G.c, Sivagurunathan, P.d, Koók, L.b,
Kim, S.-H.e,f, Tóth, G.b, Nemestóthy, N.b, Bélafi-Bakó, K.b
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Volume 70, 1 April 2017, Pages
589-597

Abstract:
The start-up of microbial electrohydrogenesis cells (MECs) is a key-step to realize efficient
biohydrogen generation and adequate, long-term operation. This review paper deals with the
lessons and experiences reported on the most important aspects of H2 producing MEC startup. The comprehensive survey covers the assessment and discussion of the main influencing
factors and methods (e.g. inocula selection, enrichment, acclimation, operating conditions
and cell architecture) that assist the design of MECs. This work intends to be a helpful guide
for the interested readers about the strategies employed to successfully establish microbial
electrochemical cells for sustainable biohydrogen production.

Title:
Author:
Source:

Continuous flow operation with appropriately adjusting composites in influent
for recovery of Cr(VI), Cu(II) and Cd(II) in self-driven MFC–MEC system
Li, M.a, Pan, Y.b, Huang, L.a, Zhang, Y.a, Yang, J.b
Environmental Technology (United Kingdom), Volume 38, Issue 5, 4 March
2017, Pages 615-628

Abstract:
A self-driven microbial fuel cell (MFC)–microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) system, where
electricity generated from MFCs is in situ utilized for powering MECs, has been previously
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reported for recovering Cr(VI), Cu(II) and Cd(II) with individual metals fed in different units
of the system in batch operation. Here it was advanced with treating synthetic mixed metals’
solution at appropriately adjusting composites in fed-batch and continuous flow operations
for complete separation of Cr(VI), Cu(II) and Cd(II) from each other. Under an optimal
condition of hydraulic residence time of 4 h, matching of two serially connected MFCs with
one MEC, and fed with a composite of either 5 mg L−1Cr(VI), 1 mg L−1Cu(II) and 5 mg
L−1Cd(II), or 1 mg L−1Cr(VI), 5 mg L−1Cu(II) and 5 mg L−1Cd(II), the self-driven MFC–
MEC system can completely and sequentially recover Cu(II), Cr(VI) and Cd(II) from mixed
metals. This study provides a true sustainable and zero-energy-consumed approach of using
bioelectrochemical systems for completely recovering and separating Cr(VI), Cu(II) and
Cd(II) from each other or from wastes or contaminated sites.

Schematic of the serially connected MFC–MEC self-driven system

Title:

The extent of fermentative transformation of phenolic compounds in the
bioanode controls exoelectrogenic activity in a microbial electrolysis cell
Zeng, X.a, Collins, M.A.a, Borole, A.P.b,c, Pavlostathis, S.G.a
Water Research, Volume 109, 1 February 2017, Pages 299-309

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Phenolic compounds in hydrolysate/pyrolysate and wastewater streams produced during the
pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass for biofuel production present a significant challenge
in downstream processes. Bioelectrochemical systems are increasingly recognized as an
alternative technology to handle biomass-derived streams and to promote water reuse in
biofuel production. Thus, a thorough understanding of the fate of phenolic compounds in
bioanodes is urgently needed. The present study investigated the biotransformation of three
structurally similar phenolic compounds (syringic acid, SA; vanillic acid, VA; 4hydroxybenzoic acid, HBA), and their individual contribution to exoelectrogenesis in a
microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) bioanode. Fermentation of SA resulted in the highest
exoelectrogenic activity among the three compounds tested, with 50% of the electron
equivalents converted to current, compared to 12 and 9% for VA and HBA, respectively. The
biotransformation of SA, VA and HBA was initiated by demethylation and decarboxylation
reactions common to all three compounds, resulting in their corresponding hydroxylated
analogs. SA was transformed to pyrogallol (1,2,3-trihydroxybenzene), whose aromatic ring
was then cleaved via a phloroglucinol pathway, resulting in acetate production, which was
then used in exoelectrogenesis. In contrast, more than 80% of VA and HBA was converted to
catechol (1,2-dihydroxybenzene) and phenol (hydroxybenzene) as their respective dead-end
products. The persistence of catechol and phenol is explained by the fact that the
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phloroglucinol pathway does not apply to di- or mono-hydroxylated benzenes. Previously
reported, alternative ring-cleaving pathways were either absent in the bioanode microbial
community or unfavorable due to high energy-demand reactions. With the exception of
acetate oxidation, all biotransformation steps in the bioanode occurred via fermentation,
independently of exoelectrogenesis. Therefore, the observed exoelectrogenic activity in batch
runs conducted with SA, VA and HBA was controlled by the extent of fermentative
transformation of the three phenolic compounds in the bioanode, which is related to the
number and position of the methoxy and hydroxyl substituents.
Title:
Microbial fuel cells: From fundamentals to applications. A review
Author:
Santoro, C.aEmail Author, Arbizzani, C.b, Erable, B.c, Ieropoulos, I.d
Source:
Journal of Power Sources, Volume 356, 2017, Pages 225-244
Abstract:
In the past 10–15 years, the microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology has captured the attention
of the scientific community for the possibility of transforming organic waste directly into
electricity through microbially catalyzed anodic, and microbial/enzymatic/abiotic cathodic
electrochemical reactions. In this review, several aspects of the technology are considered.
Firstly, a brief history of abiotic to biological fuel cells and subsequently, microbial fuel cells
is presented. Secondly, the development of the concept of microbial fuel cell into a wider
range of derivative technologies, called bioelectrochemical systems, is described introducing
briefly microbial electrolysis cells, microbial desalination cells and microbial electrosynthesis
cells. The focus is then shifted to electroactive biofilms and electron transfer mechanisms
involved with solid electrodes. Carbonaceous and metallic anode materials are then
introduced, followed by an explanation of the electro catalysis of the oxygen reduction
reaction and its behavior in neutral media, from recent studies. Cathode catalysts based on
carbonaceous, platinum-group metal and platinum-group-metal-free materials are presented,
along with membrane materials with a view to future directions. Finally, microbial fuel cell
practical implementation, through the utilization of energy output for practical applications, is
described.

Title:
Author:
Source:

Efficient W and Mo deposition and separation with simultaneous hydrogen
production in stacked bioelectrochemical systems
Huang, L.aEmail Author, Li, M.a, Pan, Y.b, Shi, Y.a, Quan, X.a, Li Puma,
G.c
Chemical Engineering Journal, Volume 327, 2017, Pages 584-596
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Abstract:
Efficient deposition and separation of W(VI) and Mo(VI) with simultaneous hydrogen
production, without external energy input, is achieved in stacked bioelectrochemical systems
(BESs) composed of microbial fuel cells (MFCs) and microbial electrolysis cells (MECs).
The stacked BES-3-1 made of one MEC unit (1#) serially connected with three parallel
connected MFC units (2#) outperformed other modules, achieving depositions of 27.6 ± 1.2%
(W) and 75.4 ± 2.1% (Mo) with a separation factor of 8.1 ± 0.2 and hydrogen production of
0.34 ± 0.01 m3/m3 d in the 1# unit, compared to 12.3 ± 0.9% (W), 52.6 ± 2.2% (Mo) and 7.9
± 0.5 (separation factor) in the 2# unit. The control experiments with W(VI) only deposited
6.8 ± 1.3% in 1# and 3.3 ± 0.4% in 2#, compared to 65.1 ± 3.2% in 1# and 45.2 ± 0.9% in 2#
with Mo(VI) only. The control experiments with either the 1# or 2# unit and a mixture of
W(VI) and Mo(VI) deposited 15.3 ± 1.7% (W) and 60.1 ± 1.6% (Mo) (1# only), and 12.9 ±
1.3% (W) and 56.1 ± 2.0% (Mo) (2# only). Reuse of the catholyte after acidification achieved
complete separation of W and Mo from one another. This study demonstrates the feasibility
of stacked BESs for W and Mo deposition and separation with simultaneous hydrogen
production. The dual benefits of W(VI) and Mo(VI) species, and the favorable impact of the
2# unit on the 1# unit in the stacked BES module were critical to achieve efficient
performance.
Title:

Chlorinated phenol treatment and in situ hydrogen peroxide production in a
sulfate-reducing bacteria enriched bioelectrochemical system
Miran, W., Nawaz, M., Jang, J., Lee, D.S.
Water Research, Volume 117, 2017, Pages 198-206

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Wastewaters are increasingly being considered as renewable resources for the sustainable
production of electricity, fuels, and chemicals. In recent years, bioelectrochemical treatment
has come to light as a prospective technology for the production of energy from wastewaters.
In this study, a bioelectrochemical system (BES) enriched with sulfate-reducing bacteria
(SRB) in the anodic chamber was proposed and evaluated for the biodegradation of
recalcitrant chlorinated phenol, electricity generation (in the microbial fuel cell (MFC)), and
production of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (in the microbial electrolysis cell (MEC)), which is
a very strong oxidizing agent and often used for the degradation of complex organics.
Maximum power generation of 253.5 mW/m2, corresponding to a current density of 712.0
mA/m2, was achieved in the presence of a chlorinated phenol pollutant (4-chlorophenol (4CP) at 100 mg/L (0.78 mM)) and lactate (COD of 500 mg/L). In the anodic chamber,
biodegradation of 4-CP was not limited to dechlorination, and further degradation of one of
its metabolic products (phenol) was observed. In MEC operation mode, external voltage (0.2,
0.4, or 0.6 V) was added via a power supply, with 0.4 V producing the highest concentration
of H2O2 (13.3 g/L-m2 or 974 μM) in the cathodic chamber after 6 h of operation.
Consequently, SRB-based bioelectrochemical technology can be applied for chlorinated
pollutant biodegradation in the anodic chamber and either net current or H2O2 production in
the cathodic chamber by applying an optimum external voltage.

Title:
Author:
Source:

H2production in membraneless bioelectrochemical cells with optimized
architecture: The effect of cathode surface area and electrode distance
Rivera, I., Bakonyi, P., Buitrón, G.
Chemosphere, Volume 171, 2017, Pages 379-385
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Abstract:
In this work we report on the hydrogen production capacity of single-chamber microbial
electrohydrogenesis cell (MEC) with optimized design characteristics, in particular cathode
surface area and anode-cathode spacing using acetate as substrate. The results showed that
the maximal H2production rates and best energetic performances could be obtained using the
smallest, 71 cm2stainless steel cathode and 4 cm electrode distances, employing a 60
cm2bioanode. Cyclic voltammetric analysis was employed to investigate the dominant
electron transfer mechanism of the architecturally optimized system
Title:

Bioelectrochemical hydrogen production from urban wastewater on a pilot
scale
Baeza, J.A., Martínez-Miró, À., Guerrero, J., Ruiz, Y., Guisasola, A.
Journal of Power Sources, Volume 356, 2017, Pages 500-509

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Bioelectrochemical hydrogen production has been successfully achieved in laboratory-scale
conditions with different substrates. However, scaling up microbial electrolysis cells (MECs)
is not straightforward, and reported attempts have not been completely successful. This work
presents the design, building, start-up and operation of an MEC pilot plant (130 L) based on a
cassette configuration. The plant was started up in batch mode with acetate and glucose as
substrates and operated for five months with different substrates (i.e. glucose, diluted raw
glycerol and real urban wastewater). The best results were obtained in the last period with
primary effluent from real urban wastewater. The hydrogen production increased to values
higher than 4 L d−1 with a gas purity of 95%, a cathodic gas recovery of 82% and an energy
recovery of 121% with respect to the electrical input. The organic matter removal efficiency
was approximately 25% for a hydraulic retention time of 2 d with an organic loading rate
(OLR) of 0.25 gCOD·L−1·d−1. It should be possible to achieve removal efficiencies around
75% with OLRs lower than 0.05 gCOD·L−1·d−1. These results are promising and represent
an important step towards the industrial implementation of these systems.
Title:
Author:
Source:

Microbial fuel cells in solid waste valorization: Trends and applications
Falcucci, G.a, Nastro, R.A.bEmail Author, Minutillo, M.b, Jannelli, E.b
Modelling Trends in Solid and Hazardous Waste Management, 1 January
2017, Pages 159-171

Abstract:
In recent years, biomass valorization (and, in general, waste treatment) and FC technology
met in the so-called bioelectrochemical systems (BESs). BESs take advantage of biological
capacities (microbes, enzymes, plants) for the catalysis of electrochemical reactions. They
mainly include micro-electrolysis Cell (MECs) and microbial fuel cells (MFCs).While MECs
can produce valuable compounds (like H2, CH4, etc.), providing a suitable potential at the
electrodes, MFCs do not need any energetic input to convert chemical energy (stored in
organic compounds) into electric power. In this '‘biologically-based-fuel-cells,'ߣ the fuel is
made by different sources of organic compounds. Landfill leachate, municipal and agroindustrial wastewaters, sediments, solid organic wastes can be source of electric power and
commodity chemicals. The use of MFC technology to waste treatment and valorization is,
maybe, the most promising application of this newborn technology. Even though many
researchers proved the reliable utilization of liquid waste as fuel in scaled MFCs, few
attempts to apply MFCs to solid waste valorization have been done. In this paper, recent
studies about the application of MFCs to solid substrates treatment and valorization and the
contribution that BESs and MFC in particular could give to the development of a more
sustainable waste management.
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Title:

Author:

Continuous micro-current stimulation to upgrade methanolic wastewater
biodegradation and biomethane recovery in an upflow anaerobic sludge
blanket (UASB) reactor
Zhen, G.a,b, Lu, X.c, Kobayashi, T.b, Su, L.d, Kumar, G.e, Bakonyi, P.f,
He, Y.a, Sivagurunathan, P.b, Nemestóthy, N.f, Xu, K.b, Zhao, Y.g
Chemosphere, Volume 180, 2017, Pages 229-238

Source:
Abstract:
The dispersion of granules in upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactor represents a
critical technical issue in methanolic wastewater treatment. In this study, the potentials of
coupling a microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) into an UASB reactor for improving methanolic
wastewater biodegradation, long-term process stability and biomethane recovery were
evaluated. The results indicated that coupling a MEC system was capable of improving the
overall performance of UASB reactor for methanolic wastewater treatment. The combined
system maintained the comparatively higher methane yield and COD removal efficiency over
the single UASB process through the entire process, with the methane production at the
steady-state conditions approaching 1504.7 ± 92.2 mL-CH4 L−1-reactor d−1, around 10.1%
higher than the control UASB (i.e. 1366.4 ± 71.0 mL-CH4 L−1-reactor d−1). The further
characterizations verified that the input of external power source could stimulate the
metabolic activity of microbes and reinforced the EPS secretion. The produced EPS
interacted with Fe2+/3+ liberated during anodic corrosion of iron electrode to create a gellike three-dimensional [-Fe-EPS-]n matrix, which promoted cell-cell cohesion and
maintained the structural integrity of granules. Further observations via SEM and FISH
analysis demonstrated that the use of bioelectrochemical stimulation promoted the growth
and proliferation of microorganisms, which diversified the degradation routes of methanol,
convert the wasted CO2 into methane and accordingly increased the process stability and
methane productivity.

Title:

Current density reversibly alters metabolic spatial structure of exoelectrogenic
anode biofilms
Sun, D.a,b, Cheng, S.b, Zhang, F.c, Logan, B.E.d
Journal of Power Sources, Volume 356, 2017, Pages 566-571

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Understanding how current densities affect electrogenic biofilm activity is important for
wastewater treatment as current densities can substantially decrease at COD concentrations
greater than those suitable for discharge to the environment. We examined the biofilm's
response, in terms of viability and enzymatic activity, to different current densities using
microbial electrolysis cells with a lower (0.7 V) or higher (0.9 V) added voltage to alter
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current production. Viability was assessed using florescent dyes, with dead cells identified on
the basis of dye penetration due to a compromised cell outer-membrane (red), and live cells
(intact membrane) fluorescing green. Biofilms operated with 0.7 V produced 2.4 ± 0.2 A
m−2, and had an inactive layer near the electrode and a viable layer at the biofilm-solution
interface. The lack of cell activity near the electrode surface was confirmed by using an
additional dye that fluoresces only with enzymatic activity. Adding 0.9 V increased the
current by 61%, and resulted in a single, more homogeneous and active biofilm layer.
Switching biofilms between these two voltages produced outcomes associated with the new
current rather than the previous biofilm conditions. These findings suggest that maintaining
higher current densities will be needed to ensure long-term viability electrogenic biofilms.
Title:

Electro-biocatalytic treatment of petroleum refinery wastewater using
microbial fuel cell (MFC) in continuous mode operation
Srikanth, S., Kumar, M., Singh, D., Singh, M.P., Das, B.P.
Bioresource Technology, Volume 221, 1 December 2016, Pages 70-77

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Refinery wastewater (RW) treatment in microbial fuel cell (MFC) was studied in batch mode
operation followed by continuous mode operation with 8 h and 16 h hydraulic retention time
(HRT). The MFC performance was evaluated in terms of power density, organics removal,
specific contaminants (oil & grease, phenol and sulfide) removal and energy conversion
efficiency with respect to operation mode. Higher power density of 225 ± 1.4 mW/m2 was
observed during continuous mode operation with 16 h HRT along with a substrate
degradation of 84.4 ± 0.8% including the 95 ± 0.6 of oil content. The columbic efficiency
during this operation was about 2 ± 0.8% and the projected power yield was 340 ± 20 kW
h/kg CODR/day. Batch mode operation also showed good substrate degradation (81 ± 1.8%)
but took longer HRT which resulted in significantly low substrate degradation rate (0.036 ±
0.002 kg CODR/m3-day) over continuous mode operation (1.05 ± 0.01 kg CODR/m3-day).
Overall, current study depicted the possibility of utilizing RW as substrate in MFC for power
generation along with its treatment.
Title:

Author:

An overview on emerging bioelectrochemical systems (BESs): Technology for
sustainable electricity, waste remediation, resource recovery, chemical
production and beyond
Bajracharya, S.a,b, Sharma, M.a,c, Mohanakrishna, G.a, Dominguez
Benneton, X.a, Strik, D.P.B.T.B.b, Sarma, P.M.c, Pant, D.a
Renewable Energy, Volume 98, 1 December 2016, Pages 153-170

Source:
Abstract:
Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) are unique systems capable of converting chemical
energy into electrical energy (and vice-versa) while employing microbes as catalysts. Such
organic wastes including low-strength wastewaters and lignocellulosic biomass were
converted into electricity with microbial fuel cells (MFCs). Likewise, electrical energy was
used to produce hydrogen in microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) or other products including
caustic and peroxide. BES were also designed to recover nutrients, metals or removal of
recalcitrant compounds. Moreover, photosynthetic micro-organisms as well as higher plants
were implemented to use solar energy for electricity generation. The diversity on microbial
and enzymatic catalysts offered by nature allows a plurality of potential applications. As
compared to conventional fuel cells, BESs operate under relatively mild conditions and do
not use expensive precious metals as catalysts. The recently discovered microbial
electrosynthesis (MES) of high-value chemicals has greatly expanded the horizon for BES.
Newer concepts in application as well as development of alternative materials for electrodes,
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separators, catalysts along with innovative designs have made BES very promising
technology. This article discusses the recent developments that have been made in BESs so
far, with the emphasis on their various applications beyond electricity generation and
resulting performances as well as existing limitations.
Title:
Author:
Source:

Self-sustained high-rate anammox: From biological to bioelectrochemical
processes
Li, Y., Xu, Z., Cai, D., Holland, B., Li, B.
Environmental Science: Water Research and Technology, Volume 2, Issue 6,
November 2016, Pages 1022-1031

Abstract:
The slow growth rate of anammox bacteria is a pressing problem for system efficiency and
stability. An innovative solution was explored in this study that involves accelerating
anammox in microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) and alleviating their dependence on
anammox bacteria. Batch tests showed that 85% of total nitrogen (TN) was removed in the
MEC system, whereas only 62% of TN was removed in conventional anammox. Simulation
of the modified Nernst-Monod model revealed that the maximum specific utilization rate
(0.30 to 0.38 mmol g-1 VSS h-1) in the anammox MEC was 60% higher than in conventional
anammox (0.18 to 0.20 mmol g-1 VSS h-1). Harvesting the power generated in microbial
fuel cells (MFCs) to support the MECs substantially saved energy consumption and
effectively utilized the low power output of MFCs. Simulation of the power management
system (PMS) interface demonstrated the charge/discharge cycles for power supply by the
MFCs and for power consumption by the MECs. The integrated MEC-MFC system
accelerated anammox, required no external carbon source, effectively utilized wastewater
energy, and thus achieved self-sustained nitrogen removal.
Title:
Author:
Source:

Integrating Microbial Electrochemical Technologies With Anaerobic
Digestion for Waste Treatment: Possibilities and Perspectives
Cheng, K.Y.a,b, Kaksonen, A.H.a,c
Current Developments in Biotechnology and Bioengineering: Solid Waste
Management, 16 September 2016, Pages 191-221

Abstract:
Microbial electrochemical technologies, or bioelectrochemical systems (BES), represent an
emerging environmental technology capable of converting waste streams into valuable
products by harnessing part of the residual energy content within the waste streams. The main
feature of this technology lies in the use of solid-state electrodes to induce and control the
microbial metabolism. It has been increasingly embraced as a versatile technology
compatible with other established technologies for novel industrial and environmentally
beneficial or sanitary applications. This chapter reviews and discusses various options for the
integration of BES with anaerobic digestion (AD)-an established organic waste treatment
technology-to maximize overall treatment efficiencies and the bioenergy recovery potential
from waste streams. The principles of and examples of how BES could be integrated with AD
are outlined and discussed, and used to consolidate the merit of integrating BES with AD for
organic waste treatment.
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Title:
Microbial electrolysis cells for waste biorefinery: A state of the art review
Author:
Lu, L., Ren, Z.J.
Source:
Bioresource Technology, Volume 215, 1 September 2016, Pages 254-264
Abstract:
Microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) is an emerging technology for energy and resource
recovery during waste treatment. MECs can theoretically convert any biodegradable waste
into H2, biofuels, and other value added products, but the system efficacy can vary
significantly when using different substrates or are operated in different conditions. To
understand the application niches of MECs in integrative waste biorefineries, this review
provides a critical analysis of MEC system performance reported to date in terms of H2
production rate, H2 yield, and energy efficiency under a variety of substrates, applied
voltages and other crucial factors. It further discusses the mutual benefits between MECs and
dark fermentation and argues such integration can be a viable approach for efficient H2
production from renewable biomass. Other marketable products and system integrations that
can be applied to MECs are also summarized, and the challenges and prospects of the
technology are highlighted.
Title:

A comparison of simultaneous organic carbon and nitrogen removal in
microbial fuel cells and microbial electrolysis cells
Hussain, A., Manuel, M., Tartakovsky, B.
Journal of Environmental Management, Volume 173, May 15, 2016, Pages

Author:
Source:
23-33
Abstract:
This study demonstrates simultaneous carbon and nitrogen removal in laboratory-scale
continuous flow microbial fuel cell (MFC) and microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) and
provides side-by side comparison of these bioelectrochemical systems. The maximum
organic carbon removal rates in MFC and MEC tests were similar at 5.1 g L-1 d-1 and 4.16 g
L-1 d-1, respectively, with a near 100% carbon removal efficiency at an organic load of 3.3 g
L-1 d-1. An ammonium removal efficiency of 30-55% with near-zero nitrite and nitrate
concentrations was observed in the MFC operated at an optimal external resistance, while
open-circuit MFC operation resulted in a reduced carbon and ammonium removal of 53%
and 21%, respectively. In the MEC ammonium removal was limited to 7-12% under
anaerobic conditions, while micro-aerobic conditions increased the removal efficiency to
31%. Also, at zero applied voltage both carbon and ammonium removal efficiencies were
reduced to 42% and 4%, respectively. Based on the observed performance under different
operating conditions, it was concluded that simultaneous carbon and nitrogen removal was
facilitated by concurrent anaerobic and aerobic biotransformation pathways at the anode and
cathode, which balanced bioelectrochemical nitrification and denitrification reactions.
Title:

The yield and decay coefficients of exoelectrogenic
bioelectrochemical systems
Wilson, E.L., Kim, Y.
Water Research, Volume 94, May 01, 2016, Pages 233-239

bacteria

in

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
In conventional wastewater treatment, waste sludge management and disposal contribute the
major cost for wastewater treatment. Bioelectrochemical systems, as a potential alternative
for future wastewater treatment and resources recovery, are expected to produce small
amounts of waste sludge because exoelectrogenic bacteria grow on anaerobic respiration and
form highly populated biofilms on bioanode surfaces. While waste sludge production is
governed by the yield and decay coefficient, none of previous studies have quantified these
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kinetic constants for exoelectrogenic bacteria. For yield coefficient estimation, we modified
McCarty's free energy-based model by using the bioanode potential for the free energy of the
electron acceptor reaction. The estimated true yield coefficient ranged 0.1 to 0.3 g-VSS
(volatile suspended solids) g-COD-1 (chemical oxygen demand), which is similar to that of
most anaerobic microorganisms. The yield coefficient was sensitively affected by the
bioanode potential and pH while the substrate and bicarbonate concentrations had relatively
minor effects on the yield coefficient. In lab-scale experiments using microbial electrolysis
cells, the observed yield coefficient (including the effect of cell decay) was found to be 0.020
± 0.008 g-VSS g-COD-1, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the theoretical
estimation. Based on the difference between the theoretical and experimental results, the
decay coefficient was approximated to be 0.013 ± 0.002 d-1. These findings indicate that
bioelectrochemical systems have potential for future wastewater treatment with reduced
waste sludge as well as for resources recovery. Also, the found kinetic information will allow
accurate estimation of wastewater treatment performance in bioelectrochemical systems.
Title:

Author:

Cooperative cathode electrode and in situ deposited copper for subsequent
enhanced Cd(II) removal and hydrogen evolution in bioelectrochemical
systems
Wang, Q.a, Huang, L.a, Pan, Y.b, Zhou, P.b, Quan, X.a, Logan, B.E.c,
Chen, H.b
Bioresource Technology, Volume 200, January 01, 2016, Pages 565-571

Source:
Abstract:
Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) were first operated in microbial fuel cell mode for
recovering Cu(II), and then shifted to microbial electrolysis cells for Cd(II) reduction on the
same cathodes of titanium sheet (TS), nickel foam (NF) or carbon cloth (CC). Cu(II)
reduction was similar to all materials (4.79-4.88mg/Lh) whereas CC exhibited the best Cd(II)
reduction (5.86±0.25mg/Lh) and hydrogen evolution (0.35±0.07m3/m3d), followed by TS
(5.27±0.43mg/Lh and 0.15±0.02m3/m3d) and NF (4.96±0.48mg/Lh and 0.80±0.07m3/m3d).
These values were higher than no copper controls by factors of 2.0 and 5.0 (TS), 4.2 and 2.0
(NF), and 1.8 and 7.0 (CC). These results demonstrated cooperative cathode electrode and in
situ deposited copper for subsequent enhanced Cd(II) reduction and hydrogen production in
BESs, providing an alternative approach for efficiently remediating Cu(II) and Cd(II) cocontamination with simultaneous hydrogen production.

Title:

Performance evaluation of a continuous-flow bioanode microbial electrolysis
cell fed with furanic and phenolic compounds
Zeng, X.a, Borole, A.P.b,c, Pavlostathis, S.G.a
RSC Advances, Volume 6, Issue 70, 2016, Pages 65563-65571

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Furanic and phenolic compounds, formed during the pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass,
are problematic byproducts in down-stream biofuel processes. A microbial electrolysis cell
(MEC) is an alternative technology to handle furanic and phenolic compounds and produce
renewable hydrogen (H2). The present study evaluated the performance of a continuous-flow
bioanode MEC fed with furanic and phenolic compounds at different operating conditions.
All hydraulic retention times (HRTs) tested (6-24 h) resulted in complete transformation of
the parent compounds at an organic loading rate (OLR) of 0.2 g L-1 per d and applied voltage
of 0.6 V. Increasing the OLR to 0.8 g L-1 per d at an HRT of 6 h resulted in an increased H2
production rate from 0.07 to 0.14 L Lanode-1 per d, but an OLR of 3.2 g L-1 per d did not
lead to a higher H2 production rate. Significant methane production was observed at an OLR
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of 3.2 g L-1 per d. The lack of increased H2 production at the highest OLR tested was due to
a limited rate of exoelectrogenesis but not fermentation, evidenced by the accumulation of
high acetate levels and higher growth of fermenters and methanogens over exoelectrogens.
Increasing applied voltage from 0.6 to 1.0 V at an OLR of 3.2 g L-1 per d and HRT of 6 h
enhanced exoelectrogenesis and resulted in a 1.7-fold increase of H2 production. Under all
operating conditions, more than 90% of the biomass was biofilm-associated. The present
study provides new insights into the performance of continuous-flow bioelectrochemical
systems fed with complex waste streams resulting from the pretreatment of lignocellulosic
biomass.

Title:

Concurrent Phosphorus Recovery and Energy Generation in Mediator-Less
Dual Chamber Microbial Fuel Cells: Mechanisms and Influencing Factors.
Abdullah Almatouq and Akintunde O. Babatunde
Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2016, 13(4), 375

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
This study investigated the mechanism and key factors influencing concurrent phosphorus (P)
recovery and energy generation in microbial fuel cells (MFC) during wastewater treatment.
Using a mediator-less dual chamber microbial fuel cell operated for 120 days; P was shown
to precipitate as struvite when ammonium and magnesium chloride solutions were added to
the cathode chamber. Monitoring data for chemical oxygen demand (COD), pH, oxidation
reduction potential (ORP) and aeration flow rate showed that a maximum 38% P recovery
was achieved; and this corresponds to 1.5 g/L, pH > 8, −550 ± 10 mV and 50 mL/min
respectively, for COD, pHcathode, ORP and cathode aeration flow rate. More importantly,
COD and aeration flow rate were shown to be the key influencing factors for the P recovery
and energy generation. Results further show that the maximum P recovery corresponds to 72
mW/m2 power density. However, the energy generated at maximum P recovery was not the
optimum; this shows that whilst P recovery and energy generation can be concurrently
achieved in a microbial fuel cell, neither can be at the optimal value.

Experimental set-up of the dual-chamber MFC
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Title:

Concurrent hydrogen production and phosphorus recovery in dual chamber
microbial electrolysis cell.
Abdullah Almatouq a, b, A.O. Babatunde
Bioresource Technology, Volume 237, August 2017, Pages 193-203

Author:
Source:
Abstract:
Concurrent hydrogen (H2) production and phosphorus (P) recovery were investigated in dual
chamber microbial electrolysis cells (MECs). The aim of the study was to explore and
understand the influence of applied voltage and influent COD concentration on concurrent
H2 production and P recovery in MEC. P was efficiently precipitated at the cathode chamber
and the precipitated crystals were verified as struvite, using X-ray diffraction and scanning
electron microscopy analysis. The maximum P precipitation efficiency achieved by the MEC
was 95%, and the maximum H2 production rate was 0.28 m3-H2/m3-d. Response surface
methodology showed that applied voltage had a great influence on H2 production and P
recovery, while influent COD concentration had a significant effect on P recovery only. The
overall energy recovery in the MEC was low and ranged from 25 ± 1 to 37 ± 1.7%. These
results confirmed MECs capability for concurrent H2 production and P recovery.
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Patents
Title: Bio-electrochemical system coupled with upflow anaerobic sludge blanket reactor
wastewater treatment device, comprises bio-electrode system, upflow anaerobic sludge
blanket reactor cylinder, and three-phase separator with overflow weir
Patent Number(s): CN206751604-U
Inventor(s): ZHU L, SHAO Z, XU X, CHEN L, GAO X, WANG C
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): UNIV ZHEJIANG(UYZH-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2017-88134T
Abstract:
NOVELTY - The utility model claims a cathode potential control of biological
electrochemical coupling up-flow type anaerobic biological reactor. In the device, the upflow anaerobic bioreactor sludge layer set in the ring electrode, the electrode system is
microorganism near the cathode of the up-flow type anaerobic reactor drum is provided with
higher-energy electrons for contaminant degradation. reference electrode through fastening
bolt near the bio-cathode, and is connected with the online detection instrument is connected
with the computer for real-time monitoring the coupling reactor cathode potential. can be
adjusted according to different pollutant degrading needed Gibbs free energy calculated by
the energy equation required for the reaction potential, and applied voltage by adjusting the
bioelectrochemical system slightly below the cathode potential control in the range of
potential difference required to achieve low energy consumption, high efficiency degrade
nitrobenzene difficultly degraded organic pollutants.
Title: Bioelectrochemical system used in wastewater treatment, comprises container, liquid
comprising organic substance, electron donor microorganisms, anode, cathode and electrolyte
solution adjoining diaphragm contacting liquid and cathode
Patent Number(s): JP2017157517-A ; JP6356170-B2
Inventor(s): YAMASHITA Y, YOKOYAMA H, ISHIDA M
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): NAT AGRIC & FOOD RES ORG(IASC-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2017-618121
Abstract:
NOVELTY - A bioelectrochemical system comprises a container (110), a liquid (120)
comprising an organic substance, electron donor microorganisms (122), an anode (130) and a
cathode (144) arranged so as to be in contact with the liquid and an electrolyte solution
adjoining a diaphragm (142) contacting the liquid and a cathode. The anode comprises one or
more electrode material selected from molybdenum, molybdenum oxide, tin, tin oxide and
nickel oxide. The total proportion of a surface area of the electrode material on the surface of
the anode is 0.001-100 area%.
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Title: Removing azo dyes contaminated wastewater by anaerobic-aerobic continuous flow
reaction device, comprises passing domesticated water into anaerobic tank and aerobic tank,
precipitating, allowing clear water to outflow and discharging sludge
Patent Number(s): CN107082485-A
Inventor(s): WANG A, YAO Z, LI Z, LIN X
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): HARBIN INST TECHNOLOGY(HAIT-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2017-59239M
Abstract:
NOVELTY - Removing azo dyes contaminated wastewater by anaerobic-aerobic continuous
flow reaction device, comprises constructing a bio-electrochemical reactor system; passing
the domesticated water into anaerobic tank, then into the aerobic tank, passing the effluent
from the aerobic tank outlet into secondary sedimentation tank, precipitating, allowing clear
water to outflow, passing a portion of the sludge into the anaerobic tank, discharging the
excess sludge; operating; and replacing domesticated water in bio-electrochemical reactor
system with to be treated with azo dyes mixed pollued wastewater.

Title: Bioelectrochemical anaerobic/microelectrolytic coupled treatment of highconcentration ciprofloxacin wastewater by inoculating activated anaerobic sludge, passing
wastewater through carrier and filler, and performing aerobic treatment
Patent Number(s): CN107032479-A
Inventor(s): GAO B, ZHANG L, YUE Q, CHEN Z
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): UNIV SHANDONG(USHA-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2017-56406V
Abstract:
NOVELTY - Bioelectrochemical anaerobic/microelectrolytic coupled treatment of highconcentration ciprofloxacin wastewater comprises inoculating activated anaerobic sludge in
bioelectrochemical anaerobic/microelectrolytic treatment device and aerobic treatment
device, attaching microorganism to ceramic surface to form layer of biological film, passing
wastewater through mixed material of pulverized coal ash ceramic as carrier and ironaluminum carbon ternary micro-electrolytic ceramic as filler, controlling voltage, wastewater
inlet speed and hydraulic retention time, and performing aerobic treatment.

Title: Bioelectrochemical system for the removal of organic matter and nitrogen
compounds present in wastewater comprises a set of biological cells, each respectively
having an anode chamber, a cathode chamber, and ion exchange membrane
Patent Number(s): WO2015150610-A1 ; ES2547031-A1 ; ES2547031-B1
Inventor(s): COLPRIM GALCERAN J, BALAGUER CONDOM M D, PUIG BROCH S,
VILAJELIU PONS A, SALCEDO DAVILA I C, GALCERAN J, CONDOM M D, BROCH
S, PONS A, DAVILA I C
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): ABENGOA WATER SL (ABEN-Non-standard)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2015-61006C
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Abstract:
NOVELTY - A bioelectrochemical system (1) for the removal of organic matter and nitrogen
compounds present in wastewater, comprises: a set of biological cells (2, 3), each
respectively having: an anode chamber (2) configured to oxidize organic matter in the
wastewater, where the oxidation releases a number of electrons; a cathode chamber (3)
configured to reduce nitrogen compounds from the wastewater, where the reduction receives
a series of oxidation electrons from the anode chamber (2); and ion exchange membrane (8)
located between the anode chamber (2) and the cathode chamber (3).

Title: Polyvalent ion removing function featured bioelectrochemical system, has anode
tub provided with anode, cathode tub provided with cathode, and anion exchange membrane
for blocking polycation in anode tub
Patent Number(s): WO2014196825-A1 ; KR2014143594-A ; KR2015002439-A ;
KR1576213-B1 ; KR1582476-B1 ; EP3006407-A1 ; CN105555715-A ; US2016137536-A1 ;
EP3006407-A4
Inventor(s): NAM J, PARK S, KIM D, JEONG N, KIM C, HWANG K S, PARK C, SHIN
P, YOUN N J, CHUL P S, KOOK K D, SOO P J, JO J N, HEE K D, SIK H K, HO P C, HO
S P, SOO K C, HYE K J, JWA E, PEAK T, HWANG K
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): KOREA INST ENERGY RES(KOER-C)
KOREA ENERGY RES INST(KOER-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2014-W24617
Abstract:
NOVELTY - The system has an anode tub (10) provided with an anode (11) that admits an
electron generated when organic compound is processed within organic wastewater (50). A
cathode tub (20) is provided with a cathode (21) i.e. air-cathode. Electron is delivered from
the anode to the cathode. An anion exchange membrane (30) blocks polycation in the anode
tub. The anode tub maintains activity of microorganism (12) i.e. electrochemical activity
bacteria. The organic wastewater is injected into the anode tub. A power source is connected
between the anode and the cathode.

Title: Bioelectrochemical wastewater treatment system comprises anaerobic tank fixed to
aerobic tank, denitrification tank fixed to aerobic tank, cation exchange membrane fixed to
aerobic and anaerobic tank and anion and cation exchange membrane
Patent Number(s): KR1372415-B1
Inventor(s): KIM T H, LIM S J
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): KOREA ATOMIC ENERGY RES INST(KAER-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2014-F14012
Abstract:
NOVELTY - Bioelectrochemical wastewater treatment system comprises an anaerobic tank
(1) connected to an aerobic tank (2), a denitrification tank (3) connected to the aerobic tank, a
cation exchange membrane (8) connected with the anaerobic tank and aerobic tank, an anion
exchange membrane (9) connected with the aerobic tank and denitrification tank, an electric
potential device comprising oxidation electrode provided in aerobic tank and cathode
provided in anaerobic tank, an inflow water transfer pipe connected to the anaerobic tank
with the denitrification tank and an effluent recycling transfer pipe.
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Title: Bioelectrochemical system (BES) reactor for wastewater treatment, has chamber
having anode electrode layer with which anolyte reacts to produce potential difference
between anode electrode layer and cathode electrode
Patent Number(s): WO2013040450-A1 ; CA2848861-A1 ; EP2756541-A1 ;
CN104040773-A ; US2015064501-A1 ; US9685676-B2 ; US2017279147-A1 ; EP2756541A4
Inventor(s): REN Z, FORRESTAL C, XU P
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): UNIV COLORADO(COLS-C)nREN Z(RENZIndividual) FORRESTAL C(FORR-Individual) XU P(XUPP-Individual)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2013-E10168
Abstract:
NOVELTY - The BES reactor has a spirally wound reactor chamber (101) comprising anode
electrode layers (102), separator or membrane sheets, and spacer sheets that are spirally
wound around a centrally located tube. Cathode layers are operatively coupled to the
chamber. Anolyte enters the reactor from the tube and a flows through the chamber, and is
expelled out of the reactor, the anolyte reacting with the anode electrode layer to produce a
potential difference between the anode electrode layer and the cathode electrode.

Title:
Integrated photo-bioelectrochemical system, useful for treating waste water e.g.
food processing wastewater, comprises first anode, algal bioreactor, cathode, cation exchange
material, external supply of carbon dioxide, and second anode
Patent Number(s): US2013017415-A1 ; US9130216-B2
Inventor(s): HE Z
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): UWM RES FOUND INC (UWMR-Non-standard)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2013-B04077
Abstract:
NOVELTY - The integrated photo-bioelectrochemical system comprises a first anode (12),
an algal bioreactor, a cathode (16), a cation exchange material, an external supply of carbon
dioxide, and a second anode. The first anode is partially positioned within an anode chamber
(4) containing a first aqueous reaction mixture that includes organic compounds and bacteria
for oxidizing the organic compounds. The algal bioreactor contains a second aqueous
reaction mixture such as a catholyte that includes nutrients and algae for removing the
nutrients from the second aqueous reaction mixture.

Title: Modular water treatment system for treating non-potable water and potable water,
for electricity generation, has several microbial fuel cells of each having anode that is
connected to cathode by conductive material
Patent Number(s): WO2011088348-A2 ; WO2011088348-A3 ; CA2787030-A1 ;
AU2011205747-A1 ; EP2524411-A2 ; JP2013517129-W ; US2013137000-A1 ;
HK1177984-A0 ; CN103098283-A ; IL220904-A ; US2015251934-A1 ; CN103098283-B ;
CN105600916-A ; AU2016203249-A1 ; AU2011205747-B2 ; JP2016175081-A ;
US9505636-B2 ; HK1225008-A0 ; EP2524411-A4 ; IL246279-A1
Inventor(s): BRETSCHGER O
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): CRAIG VENTER INST J (CRAI-Non-standard)
BRETSCHGER O(BRET-Individual)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2011-J43059
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Abstract:
NOVELTY - The system has several microbial fuel cells (MFCs) of each having an anode
connected to a cathode by a conductive material. The anode is physically associated with
primary microbial population, and the cathode is physically associated with secondary
microbial population or an abiotic catalyst. A proton selective material is provided between
the anode and cathode. A porous insulating material is provided between the anode and
cathode, and has a pore diameter of no more than about 30 micrometer.

Title: Bioelectrochemical cell system for treating aqueous solution e.g. wastewater for
generating gas by-products and electricity, comprises upper portion, lower portion adapted to
retain aqueous solution, electrode, rotating unit, and biofilm
Patent Number(s): WO2011011829-A1 ; AU2010278674-A1
Inventor(s): CHENG K Y, CORD-RUWISCH R
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): UNIV MURDOCH (UYMU-Non-standard)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2011-B41647
Abstract:
NOVELTY - The bioelectrochemical cell system (10) comprises an upper portion (11), a
lower portion (12) adapted to retain an aqueous solution, an electrode (30) having a first zone
(31) and a second zone (32), a rotating unit for rotating the electrode by 180 degrees , a
biofilm on a part of a surface of the electrode, and an electrical power supply electrically
connected to an electrical circuit. The electrode is rotatably provided within the
bioelectrochemical cell. The first zone and the second zone of the electrode are present in
electrical communication.

Title: Device for denitrification of fluids and/or bioelectrochemical system, comprises a
half-element with an anode for bioelectrochemical transformation of carbon compounds, an
aerobic reactor for nitrification and a further half element
Patent Number(s): WO2011006939-A2 ; DE102009026179-A1 ; WO2011006939-A3 ;
EP2454204-A2
Inventor(s): HAAS R, PFEIFFER F
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): HAAS R(HAAS-Individual)
PFEIFFER F(PFEI-Individual)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2011-B07490
Abstract:
NOVELTY - The device for denitrification of fluids and/or bioelectrochemical system,
comprises a half-element with an anode (1) for bioelectrochemical transformation of carbon
compounds, an aerobic reactor (2) for nitrification, a further half element with cathode (3) for
bioelectrochemical denitrification. The half elements are separated from one another, are
connected to each other through a membrane and are continuously flowed or flowed through
in batch-process with a fluid. The electron transport is carried out over a conductor (4) and a
proton transport is carried out over the flow of the medium.

Title: Forming hydrogen peroxide used in e.g. detergent involves feeding
organic/inorganic material to anode of bioelectrochemical system having anode and cathode,
oxidizing, providing aqueous stream to the cathode and reducing oxygen at cathode
Patent Number(s): WO2010042986-A1 ; AU2009304584-A1 ; CA2739625-A1 ;
EP2361219-A1 ; CN102224102-A ; US2011318610-A1 ; JP2012505961-W ; BR200920338A2
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Inventor(s): RABAEY K P H, ROZENDAL R A, RABAEY K, RABAEY K P H L A
Patent Assignee Name(s) and Code(s): UNIV QUEENSLAND(UYQU-C)
Derwent Primary Accession Number: 2010-E48165
Abstract:
NOVELTY - Producing (m1) hydrogen peroxide involves providing a bioelectrochemical
system (10) having an anode (12) and a cathode (14), feeding a feed solution containing
organic or inorganic (or both) material to the anode, oxidizing the organic or inorganic
material at the anode, providing an aqueous stream to the cathode of the bioelectrochemical
system, reducing oxygen to hydrogen peroxide at the cathode, and recovering a hydrogen
peroxide containing stream from the cathode.
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